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Abstract
The creation of real-time 3D representations of cultural heritage sites is becoming more common. However, empty
streets can seem sterile and lifeless. We present a framework that coversthe processes required to bring static
models of scenes/buildings from a 3D modelling package into a real-time navigation & interaction system and
the addition of crowds of virtual humans to the world. Creation of 3D characters is often a time consuming task
and thus methods have been employed to create the illusion of greater variety in the crowd without additional
modelling requirements. Ef�cient rendering of the crowd is also important; they should enrich the scene without
detracting from the real-time experience. We also present the use of a gridbased behaviour system which scales
to suf�ciently large crowds (in excess of 1000 individuals), and the use of a series of pre-computed image maps
for fast retrieval of values for the automatic placement of people in the scene, where they can move (including
archways) and the changes to their behaviour near obstacles.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications I.2.9 [Robotics]: Autonomous vehicles

1. Goal

Our aim is to facilitate the inclusion of crowds within a real-
time rendering of a scene while minimising the time and ef-
fort needed to achieve this task. Where possible, automation
of each stage is performed to reduce the cost of producing a
populated virtual environment.

While this paper presents work that can be applied to
many different models and situations, as a focus for the
implementation we used a model of a section of Norwich,
speci�cally Tombland. Tombland was the centre of Saxon
Norwich, with its name meaning 'empty' or 'open', and
served as a market at this time. Figure1 shows an example
screenshot of Tombland.

2. Background

Tecchia et al [TC02] use a Heightmap solution to identify
where people can walk within the scene. The ground in their
implementation was �at due to the shadow techniques they
used only working upon �at �oors. This simpli�ed or re-
moved some of the problems which we aim to address within
this paper.

Figure 1: A screenshot of the crowd in Tombland, Norwich,
UK
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Path planning for crowds is traditionally based upon robot
locomotion schemes. Robot locomotion problems can be
split into the following groups:

� Roadmap approaches, an example of which is [KL94]
� Cell Decomposition, Bandi and Thalmann [BT98] present

an implementation for humans
� Potential Field, Reif and Wang [RW95] extend to include

social forces
� Rule based [Rey99]

We extend the image based ideas of Tecchia et al. [TC02]
to identify valid regions for locomotion within the scene.
These methods could be combined with more advanced path
planning algorithms as part of the future work.

There has been signi�cant work on reducing the rendering
overhead for displaying a crowd of virtual humans. Image
based rendering has shown promise at visualising crowds
of a signi�cant size (over 1,000 people) [TC02, ABT99,
LTC01]. These methods are only appropriate if the camera
is kept a reasonable distance from the virtual humans, oth-
erwise aliasing problems become signi�cant. Dynamic im-
poster based solutions [ABT00] (where the images are gen-
erated at run-time) can help solve some of these problems
while paying signi�cant performance penalty over the static
based methods.

Ciechomski et al. [CUCT04] presented a framework that
could handle geometry based crowds of a similar order
of magnitude to our goal. The work extends Ulicny et al.
[UCT04] by further re�ning their rendering approach to han-
dle increased numbers of humans. The main concept of their
framework is careful hand preparation of very low polygon
meshes (1,036 polygons down to just 76) and pre-caching
the animation in a graphics card optimized format (display
lists or interleaved vertex arrays). However, memory over-
heads are increased and the �exibility of the animations that
can be performed is greatly reduced.

It is clear that the combination of methods (full geometry,
baked geometry and image based rendering) in one frame-
work would allow for a potentially faster and more �exible
rendering solution. Doddyn el al [DHOO05] present a sys-
tem which shows the integration of billboards and baked ge-
ometry methods, though without a fully dynamic top level
of representation.

Olano et al. [OKS03] give the framework for a Level of
Detail (LOD) for procedural shaders. While it does not di-
rectly relate to the rendering used in our framework, the con-
cept of a LOD for shaders could be examined in our future
work due to our extensive use of shaders in the rendering
engine.

3. Real-time Scene Creation

The scene used in this work was provided by the UMG
[UMG05]. The methods used are designed to scale to a vari-
ety of models, however we selected a model that provided a

variety of street layouts to seek out special cases. It also pro-
vided a relatively condensed scenario, which will put suf�-
cient stress on the rendering system to identify any problems.

Many models are not constructed with real-time rendering
in mind, and as such contain too much detail for the task.
Originally our model contained approximately three million
triangles; it was reduced to under 30,000 triangles by the
following methods:

� Deleting all trees, which in the test scene represented over
2 million triangles. Trees could be reintroduced by bill-
board representations

� Flattening walls, leaving a textured polygon. Certain sig-
ni�cant detail was retained to preserve silhouettes

� Simplifying solid geometry objects (notably chimneys)
� Deleting small objects of relatively insigni�cant impor-

tance
� Removing building interiors and any back facing walls

This whole process took one person approximately two
days on a scene that originally took several weeks to pro-
duce. The texture sizes were also signi�cantly reduced to
allow for them to �t entirely in the memory of the graph-
ics card. An alternative would have been to utilise an auto-
matic mesh simpli�cation technique [GH97]. Whilst there
are many that are suitable for relatively high detailed and/or
organic models, the results they produce for architectural
meshes are far from satisfactory for extreme simpli�cation,
so manual polygon reduction methods were required.

4. Real-Time Crowds

This section focuses on the creation and integration of a vir-
tual crowd into a Cultural Heritage scene. It is split into four
main subsections:

1. Model Creation
2. Rendering Techniques
3. Synchronisation of the Levels of Detail
4. Behaviour and Placement

4.1. Model Creation

The original avatar meshes are created in 3DStudio Max
[Dis05a] upon a standard Biped model, with the animations
created in Character Studio [Dis05b].

Exporting the models from 3DStudio Max to an OpenGL
application can be achieved in a number of ways. Our im-
plementation uses Flexporter [Ter00], �rstly to an interme-
diate �le format and then into the Avatar Research Platform
(ARP) [ARP05].

The meshes used in this simulation have approximately
7,700 triangles in their high detail level and approximately
3,100 in the mid-level. This gives the option of full facial
and body animations, with enough �delity to be viewed at
close proximity.
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4.2. Rendering Techniques

The complexity of the skin mesh is not only the rendering
cost to consider, as the animation is driven by a motion �le
describing where the "bones" of the mesh should be. Trans-
forming the mesh to �t this bone position is a signi�cant
overhead when considering a crowd of several hundred or
even thousand humans. Two additional LODs, Baked geom-
etry and Billboards, have been added to our framework to
facilitate real-time interaction. While it may be possible to
do without the full geometry if only a single animation is re-
quired, it would remove much of the �exibility of the frame-
work. This extra level gives the system the ability to run one
off animations, to add individuality to the members of the
crowd should it be desired. Also should user interaction be
desired, as mentioned the full geometry avatar level has the
ability to handle body and facial animations.

4.2.1. Baked Geometry (and creation of)

The idea of baked geometry was presented by Ulicny et al.
[UCT04]. The main concept is the use of display lists to pre-
cache set animations. Thus in essence one is trading speed
for �exibility of the animations. The number of frames of
animation required depends on how close the LOD switch
distance is set, the quality desired and the animation type.

There are two main bene�ts of using this pre-generated
method. Firstly, while implicitly the same triangles are still
rendered, it allows the OpenGL driver to compile the skin
mesh into the most ef�cient form for drawing and to store
that information locally on the card if it can. Secondly the
processing time for generating the mesh positions from the
bones is not required for each person as it is done once for
each frame of�ine. This represents a signi�cant saving for a
crowd of a reasonable size.

The major drawbacks of this method are the lack of run-
time �exibility and the memory overhead. For this reason,
and simplicity, in our implementation the baked geometry
(and the billboards) animation was restricted to a walking
animation. Also due to the increased distance away from the
camera we use the middle level detail mesh (approximately
3,100 triangles) to further aid the rendering speedup.

4.2.2. Generation of the Billboards

Even with the Baked Geometry method, the number of hu-
mans in view can have a signi�cant impact on the render-
ing time of each frame. For example, 300 people in view, at
3,500 triangles per person, gives a total triangle contribution
of over one million triangles a frame (excluding the scene
in addition to this). This number of triangles means that the
target frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps) cannot be
achieved, so a third LOD is needed.

Image based impostors have been shown to be effec-
tive representations for large numbers of entities in a crowd
[TC02]. However the quality of billboard impostors means

they are generally only suitable for avatars at a suf�cient dis-
tance from the camera so as not to highlight aliasing or pop-
ping problems.

4.2.3. Colour Variety

Preparing human meshes is a time consuming task and thus
fooling the eye into thinking there is greater variety of people
in the scene would be advantageous. Also with baked geom-
etry methods and billboards, the overhead of each different
model is signi�cant. Minimising the number of models in
the scene is extremely desirable.

Tecchia et al. [TC02] presented the idea of using register
combiners to add colour variety to billboards to increase the
perceived variety of the models in the scene. In our frame-
work we have extended the concept to all levels of detail of
the avatars. Our implementation uses the OpenGL Shader
Language (GLSL), as this provides a high-level language
interface to programming the graphics card, to provide the
colour variety based on an alpha mask.

The baked geometry and the full geometry based avatars
use the same shader. This shader re-implements the �xed
function pipeline in the vertex shader. In the fragment shader
a colour selection method is implemented using the alpha
value of the texture as a mask. The billboard avatars use a
similar colour variety system, however this time the light-
ing is also calculated in the fragment shader, via the use of
a normal map. In future work we aim to extend the lighting
system to handle more realistic effects.

4.3. Synchronisation of the Levels of Detail

While the rendering engine makes use of multiple LOD, it
is desirable that switching between these multiple represen-
tations is not obvious to the end user. The main issues arise
when transitioning from one representation to another. The
problems fall into the following categories:

� Change in size, orientation and world position
� Change in animation frame position
� Lighting differences

Aligning the size, position and orientation is a task per-
formed during the creation of the models, and is relatively
simple. While it is simple to align the billboard to the cam-
era, there is also the task of choosing the correct texture.

There are two main strategies to consider when doing the
transition between levels. Firstly there is �agging. When the
avatar crosses the distance boundary it is "�agged" to be
changed. If the current animation/view angle matches a state
available for the next level, the switch is made immediately.
However if the avatar is between frames or views, the switch
is not made until the animation falls onto an existing frame
boundary or the viewing angle matches an angle boundary.
This is preferable for a stationary avatar.
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The second method is to do the switch straight away. This
method is simple and effective for a moving avatar, as long
as the animations are in step with each other. In our imple-
mentation �agging is not required due to the continuous mo-
tion of the crowd. If a high proportion of the crowd was sta-
tionary, for example performing a standing idle movement,
then �agging may be more appropriate.

4.4. Placement and Navigation

Following on from the ideas of the rendering engine, the be-
haviour should be automatic and "low cost". A grid-based
subdivision of the scene is used for identifying the proximity
of dynamic objects (i.e. other virtual humans) to each other.
There are several problems to solve:

� Aligning the humans' feet to the ground, which uses a ray
cast Heightmap for accuracy (see Section4.4.1)

� The allowable places where the humans can walk (see
Section4.4.2on the Spacemap)

� The allowable starting positions and target points within
the scene (see Section4.4.3on Placement Map)

These pre-computed image maps are used as lookups to
facilitate rapid real-time retrieval of relevant information.
The maps are created of�ine, before the simulation is started
and only need to be created once for each model. The cre-
ation of each is automatic if it does not already exist.

4.4.1. Heightmap Creation

The �rst image map created by the system is the Heightmap.
The traditional method for creating such an image would be
to use OpenGL to capture the z-buffer from an orthographic
view of the ground object, then scale the values by the known
maximum and minimum height values of the scene. How-
ever this has problems with the non-linear nature of the z-
buffer and thus in the framework was replaced with a ray-
intersection method for improved accuracy.

For each sample point in the Heightmap image, a ray is
tested against each triangle of the ground object, with the
highest intersection point used as the height value.

4.4.2. Spacemap Creation

The second image map created by the system is the
Spacemap. This is used to ascertain where the humans can
walk and where they cannot. The method of automatically
creating the Spacemap is as follows:

� Calculate the maximum bounding box dimensions of the
virtual humans (taking into account that the bounding box
changes size during animation)

� Place a bounding box of that size centred at each sample
point, at the height indicated by the Heightmap

� Test this box against the scene containing everything
but the ground plane. Any triangle intersecting with the
bounding box means that the sample point cannot be ac-
cessed by the humans

The use of a bounding box positioned on the ground (us-
ing the Heightmap to obtain y-coordinate) enables the iden-
ti�cation of spaces under or within buildings. This avoids
the traditional problem with standard Heightmap based so-
lutions of humans that cannot navigate through archways.
Figure3 demonstrates a visualisation of the bounding boxes
�tting under an archway.

Figure 2: Detail of Spacemap showing the virtual human
bounding box placement and the inaccessible sample points
surrounding a scene polygon

Figure 3: Spacemap visualisation to show how archways are
made accessible. Note how the bounding boxes are spaced
around the object edges. Some small areas will always re-
main inaccessible due to the size and the axis-alignment of
the bounding boxes regardless of the Spacemap resolution

4.4.3. Placement Map Creation

The third image map created by the system is the Place-
mentmap. The Spacemap alone cannot identify where to
start the humans in the scene, nor which points are valid
as targets for them to walk towards. This is because he
Spacemap cannot distinguish between space inside and
space outside a building.

The Placementmap is used to solve this problem. Each
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sample point in the map indicates if it is a valid start point
or not for a virtual human. Calculating the placement map is
based upon the comparison of two heightmaps. The �rst is
the Heightmap with only the ground plane in it (see section
4.4.1), the second is a Heightmap of the scene containing
only the buildings.

For each sample point, we determine all sample points
where the buildings extend above ground level by more than
a person height, thereby �ltering out low passable features.

Figure 4: Example of an archway in the Spacemap and
Placementmap

The combination of the two maps is used for the �nal
decision on the locations that can be chosen for the place-
ment and destinations of the virtual humans. A naïve method
of randomly placing the people throughout the scene can
be used, or the combined information can facilitate a more
advanced system for initial distribution. Note the archway
marked by the arrow in Figure4. Humans can navigate
through this space in the scene but cannot be placed there,
nor can they choose a point in the archway as their desti-
nation. Further work is required to handle more extensive
special cases (for example bridges and other multi-level re-
gions).

5. Results

Average Min Average Max Poly
FPS FPS Poly Count Count

100 People
Combined 195 113 32,962 55,512
Billboards 208 111 28,851 28,931
Baked 108 39 106,599 235,867
Full geom. 29 6 210,464 520,259

1,000 People
Combined 74 35 73,537 120,532
Billboards 98 42 29,247 30,049
Baked 23 5 740,979 2,055,177

10,000 People
Combined 11 4 448,692 716,331
Billboards 20 7 32,978 40,555

Table 1: Table of Results on a �xed camera path through
scene

In Table1 we present the results of the combined LOD

approach versus the different methods used independently.
It is important to note that the visual quality of the rep-
resentations is not the same. With a run of 100 people in
the scene all methods, on average, provide real-time results.
This indicated that for a suf�ciently small crowd LOD tech-
niques are not a requirement. However once the crowd size
approaches 1,000 (as shown in the middle section of Table1)
this is not the case, with the full geometry being too slow to
benchmark and thus omitted. While the combined approach
and the billboard implementations give real-time speed, the
baked geometry method is causing signi�cant rendering bot-
tleneck at times. In the �nal section of the table with 10,000
people, only the billboard representation manages truly real-
time frame rates.

The billboard method is clearly the fastest, only being
held back by the per-pixel relighting which limits the frame
rate. However the picture quality of the billboards is not suf-
�cient. Thus if the system wishes the camera to be able to
approach a virtual human without signi�cant image quality
problems, our combined approach is de�nitely a viable so-
lution. If extremely large crowds were desired (over 10,000)
the complexity of each level of detail could be reduced as
the sample meshes are in excess of 7,000 triangles in their
highest form.

The results are generated on a P4 2.8Ghz with 1024mb of
RAM and Nvidia Geforce Fx 5900xt, resolution 1024x768.
The people are static, to ensure a fair test of only the render-
ing engine and not the behaviour code. The scene consisted
of 28,539 triangles. For the avatars:

� Full geometry: 7,679 triangles
� Baked geometry: 3,126 triangles
� Billboards: 16 views of 16 frames of 256 * 128 images

6. Conclusion

The automatic generation of the maps, which takes 20 sec-
onds for the test scene, only needs performing once per
model. After the maps are created they allow fast, automatic
placement of the people within the scene, upon the �oor, and
the automatic generation of target points within the scene.

Archways were correctly identi�ed as passable by the vir-
tual humans. The grid based subdivision system, combined
with the multiple image based lookups, allow for real-time
collision avoidance between the humans and with walls.
The simple target driven behaviour system, while suf�cient,
could easily be extended to a more sophisticated behaviour
system using the information lookup.

The rendering engine extends up to crowds consisting
of thousands of people, while maintaining real-time frame
rates. The synchronisation between the levels of detail pro-
vided almost seamless swapping between levels for moving
humans. On static humans there can be a small but notice-
able movement if the frames of animation do not exactly
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align. In whole the framework greatly simpli�es the addition
of crowds to a 3D model of a Cultural Heritage scene.

7. Future Work

There are still three main manual stages in the process, scene
creation, scene simpli�cation and human mesh creation. Au-
tomated tools can be used to provide a rapid coarse model of
a city [LD03]. These techniques can be tailored to generate
geometry of appropriate complexity for real-time rendering,
thereby negating the need for the simpli�cation stage.

Models created for non real-time environments will of-
ten be the starting point for real-time simulations of cul-
tural heritage areas. This indicates a need to further examine
the integration of automated model simpli�cation tools into
the framework for processing highly detailed scenes. Auto-
matic simpli�cation generally excels with simplifying high
detail to medium detail models, however when requiring ex-
treme simpli�cation they often produce undesirable results.
A compromise would be an automatic �rst stage, followed
by a manual re�nement stage.

The system should be extended to include formal evalu-
ation of the image quality, including the use of visual error
metrics, in comparison to a geometry only framework.
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